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Warp Rider! New arcade intense action is here! Dodge and shoot through 30 crazy levels. Difficult obstacles, randomized
pitfalls, and shooting sentry guns will keep you on 5d3b920ae0
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This supposed to be "an intense pitfall action game", bullet-hell type, you're falling so some trap with billions of traps on your
way and have to dodge them all or die trying. With the emphasis on the last part. A terrible color palette, absolutely unbalanced,
mindless gameplay, and 5000 achievements just for the single opening of the "game." Another trashy fake instead of a normal
game in your profile. Soon such pseudo-developers will gain enough strength to occupy more and more places on the market,
like cancer cells that replace normal ones. I can only wonder at those who accept this willingly. 0/10 mark.. Quite challenging
but simple arcade with 3 difficulty settings and colorful graphics. The soundtrack is cool, but repeats alot. There doesn't seem to
be much variation in the levels, so it can become boring fast. There are alot of coupons for Virtual Top, so it shouldn't be hard
to get it cheaper for an easy 100% achievement completion.. Quite challenging but simple arcade with 3 difficulty settings and
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colorful graphics. The soundtrack is cool, but repeats alot. There doesn't seem to be much variation in the levels, so it can
become boring fast. There are alot of coupons for Virtual Top, so it shouldn't be hard to get it cheaper for an easy 100%
achievement completion.. This game can be impossabile at times because you need to turn at fractions of a second and the
ablitle to die the easiest of ways from moveing into a bullet that you didnt see coming the the pillars that blind in with the map.
Yea you don't need to play alot like 5 mins top to get all 5k achivevements. I wouldn't gotten this game if it wasn't in that Steam
Sale deal.. This game is merely a shell for achievement spam and +1 collectors, it comes with all the achievements pre-
unlocked; you install the game, run it for a few minutes then close it and all the achievements registers unlocked on your
account.. Garbage achievements spam game, don't bother.. If you want a headache you can try and play it,but it's just one of
those bad games that are good only if you want 5000 achievements.. This game can be impossabile at times because you need to
turn at fractions of a second and the ablitle to die the easiest of ways from moveing into a bullet that you didnt see coming the
the pillars that blind in with the map. Yea you don't need to play alot like 5 mins top to get all 5k achivevements. I wouldn't
gotten this game if it wasn't in that Steam Sale deal.. Bought for 8p. Played for two minutes. Not worth 8p.. very hard game

New DLC Now Available : Great new games and now new DLC are rolling out over the coming weeks. Here are some of the
great new games available. You can find a list of new DLC on the publisher page linked below. These DLC are high resolution
wall papers with fantastic art and new splendid soundtracks.. UPDATE 8-14 : NOW ON SALE - NEW DISCOUNTS - Check
the discounts section PUBLISHER PAGE - Follow for upcoming games and sales info. Great Discounts : Great opportunity to
add some fun games to your library.. UPDATE 8-17 : NOW ON SALE - NEW RELEASE - NEW DISCOUNTS - Check the
discounts section PUBLISHER PAGE - Follow for upcoming games and sales info. Coming Soon : Add Quixzel Rush
Christmas Helper To Your Wishlist It's Coming Soon NEW DISCOUNTS - Check the discounts section PUBLISHER PAGE -
Follow for upcoming games and sales info. New Game! : Quite a few new discounts running you can find them on our publisher
page or via the Get Some bundle page listed below.. New Games, DLC, And Discounts : Great new games and now new DLC
are rolling out over the coming weeks. Here are some of the great new games available. New Discounts: New DLC: New
Games: You can find a list of new DLC on the publisher page linked below. These DLC are high resolution wall papers with
fantastic art and new splendid soundtracks.. Now Available : Quixzel Rush Pumpkin Bash Out Now NEW DISCOUNTS -
Check the discounts section PUBLISHER PAGE - Follow for upcoming games and sales info. Warp Rider Coming Soon :
Warp Rider! New arcade intense action is coming soon! Dodge and shoot through 30 crazy levels. Difficult obstacles,
randomized pitfalls, and shooting sentry guns will keep you on the edge of your seat. Choose from different difficulty settings
and put yourself to the ultimate challenge. Enjoy wicked visuals, fast paced action, and easy controls when you play Warp
Rider! Thank you for viewing and if you need support contact supportvtpublishing.com
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